COST OF QUALITY

When data gets smart
Introduction

The ever more challenging environment of industry requires absolute control of all costs, and cost of quality is a key indicator for company performance.

Every organization must consider the costs associated with achieving quality, since their objective is not only to meet customer needs (and regulatory requirements), but also to do so at the lowest cost. This means understanding, measuring, and reporting on cost of quality, which accounts for a considerable portion of a company's total costs (about 20-30% of sales revenues in industrial companies[1]).

Company objective = meet customer requirements... at the lowest cost

In most industries, quality costing models have matured but they are often not communicated freely as they convey information on companies' cost structure, which remains a delicate topic. Poor quality cost structures negatively impact the company's image when reported to the public.

This paper discusses definitions, concepts, practical cases, and best practices on how to reduce the cost of quality by implementing an approach based on a benchmark and a cross-industry workshop organized by Capgemini Engineering with 20 VPs in charge of quality from different industries.

1. Analyzing the Impact of Quality Tools and Techniques on Quality Related Costs: Comparing German Industries, 2015
Cost of quality: when data gets smart

Cost of quality is the total expenses incurred by an organization in achieving and maintaining good quality as well as managing poor quality throughout its line of operations with an aim of attaining the highest level of customer satisfaction.

Cost of quality is usually understood as the sum of costs of good quality and costs of poor quality.

Cost of good quality is the cost involved in making certain that things are done right the first time, which includes prevention and appraisal costs. The cost of poor quality is the money wasted when work fails to meet customer requirements, usually calculated by quantifying the cost of correcting, reworking, scrapping, and warranties, which corresponds to failure costs.
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Investments in preventive activities offer the best return: this is because the associated cost of non-quality increases exponentially as products move from manufacturing to distribution, and then to the end customer. A general rule of thumb to remember is 1 / 10 / 100 (Figure 2), meaning that when compared to prevention activities costing 1, poor quality is:

- 10 times costlier when identified during appraisal activities and internal failure
- 100 (and more) times costlier when identified after the product has shipped
- It always costs less to detect a fault at an earlier stage
- The cost of an error increases as we move ahead in the manufacturing process

Some examples can be given to show what occurs when quality is unsatisfactory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When</th>
<th>What</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Dell recalls four million laptops due to faulty overheating batteries</td>
<td>$400M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Mattel recalls 19 million toys supplied from China</td>
<td>$30M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Toyota recalls 10 million cars due to a faulty accelerator pedal</td>
<td>$1.2B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>UK banks required to pay compensation for misselling of PPI (payment protection insurance)</td>
<td>£40B+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Horsemeat scandal results in slide in sales of red meat in the UK</td>
<td>Industry sales down 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Alton Towers rollercoaster crash results in compensation claims and lower customer visits</td>
<td>£40M+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The goal of a cost of quality system is to find the level of quality that minimizes the total cost of quality.

To reduce total cost of quality, the first reflex is often to reinforce appraisal costs. However, according to the 1 / 10 / 100 rule, every dollar spent on prevention is worth 10 spent for appraisals. In other words, it would be better to invest in prevention, as it costs less, even if its return on investment takes more time.

- So, investing in prevention saves money

Cost of quality is not widely used (only 20-30% of companies). However, it is well known that we manage only what we measure and lots of examples confirm that quality improvement and cost measurement processes bring about a huge reduction in a company's cost of quality and better quality for customers.

Establishing a cost of quality model

Establishing a quality costing model makes it possible to express quality-related activities (hosted by the quality department) as cost-related activities, speaking the common language of the facility or department. The aim is to promote quality as an objective business parameter to influence strategic and business decisions. Another aim is to raise awareness among people focused on quality (e.g., industrial, sales, and service departments) about these economic aspects.

- Define and share the end-to-end process of cost of quality management

The end-to-end process of cost of quality management (presented in Figure 6) has been defined in collaboration with quality VPs from different industries. The final objective of this process is to use the cost of quality to influence strategic or operational decisions.

Define the cost of quality framework: start by identifying management and business needs. What do they want? What do they need? Then, define the cost of quality strategy with two objectives – to balance prevention and appraisal costs, and to monitor the impact of prevention costs on the total cost of quality to avoid falling into over-quality. Next, define KPIs, identify the cost of quality data you must collect, select the cost of quality tools (for analysis and visualization), design a robust organization, and clearly define a task force (R&R).

Collect the data: automatize and standardize data collection, and adapt the frequency of data collection.

Clean the data: validate the analyzed data, and compare the data to reality and adjust.

Aggregate the data and visualize: define granularity, ensure that the data is meaningful, and provide a clear data overview (for executive and business levels).
Analyze the data: analyze across organizational levels from shop floor to senior management and transform data to information.

Propose actions: empower business and shop floor levels for action proposals.

Influence strategic or operational decisions: include cost of quality metrics in the business scorecard and project charters, connect cost of quality metrics to budget, and measure cost of quality evolution (globally and in detail).

Continuously improve the process: consider the global results of cost of quality, disseminate cost of quality information to all levels in the organization, and regularly review the implemented actions showing impacts on the cost of quality model (from reactive to preventive).

Define the roadmap and run the cost of quality model implementation as a project

Such a cost of quality process can be reasonably implemented in less than 10 months. As described in Figure 7, the implementation must be managed as a project comprising:

Three phases:
- Design
- Preparation and training
- Roll-out

Four workstreams:
- Process and organization
- Data and tools
- Project management
- Communication management

Project managers must be appointed to assure clear communication and reporting to top management and to ensure links with the timelines of the budget process. The success of the project is directly linked to the ability to overcome change management issues. A clear timeline must be set out at the start of the project to monitor tasks and propose clear milestones.

How much time does it take to implement such a project and generate results?

It depends on the company’s size, maturity, and commitment to management.

Implementation (for a medium-sized company):
- About three months with external facilitation and expertise
- About six to ten months without external facilitation (managed internally and part of daily work)

Visible results (impact on ROI):
- About six months
- Feedback: a 10% increase in prevention and appraisal costs implies reduction of failure cost of about 20%. A cost of quality reduction of about 50% could be expected within 5 to 10 years after implementation

Figure 7: proposal for basic cost of quality implementation roadmap
Best practices for your implementation

The cross-industry benchmark and workshop allowed sharing of experience feedback regarding the implementation of different cost of quality models. The best practices have been identified and summarized as follows.

Select the right data and tools

- **Identify and categorize costs**: sort out quality-related and activity-related costs and their correlation with good or poor quality.

- **Merge costs as far as possible with in-house reporting**: reuse costs that can be readily available (e.g., from financial monitoring). If data is missing, set up a simple collection system to accelerate the measurement phase. Set up automatic data collection to minimize human error.

- **Be reasonable, clear, and readable**: do not attempt to be unnecessarily exhaustive. Use simple, self explanatory, precise, and accurate data. It is better to make decisions based on a small amount of accurate data than extensive but unmanaged data. Make it simple!

Communicate, involve, and ensure management commitment

- **Communicate on your project at every level of your company**: the cost model approach must be explained to all members of the company to ensure the success of the project. Believe in the cost of quality and convince them.

- **Engage top management**: if top management is not convinced, the project will fail as an improvement process. Ensuring the commitment of top management is decisive for the success of a cost of quality initiative because the project requires strong resource investment.

- **Appeal to business people and motivate management commitment**: a top-down approach must be implemented to make sure all stakeholders will be involved in the project. The cost of quality project needs to be sold like any product, and must be marketed with this in mind.

- **Use visual management**: Simplify communication to stakeholders.

Establish cost of quality as a strategic outcome measure

- **Talk money, do not talk quality (put monetary values on quality issues)**: this is possible by taking a proactive quality approach (reliable and understandable company-wide metrics and figures, improvement, and prevention-based) rather than a submissive quality approach (based on assumptions and investigating defects). Cost of quality ownership can fall under both the financial and quality departments.

- **Make use of cost of quality as both a business performance indicator and a decision-making tool**: push the cost of quality model as the driver of your company’s decision-making. Establish links between the cost of quality project and overall company performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>At the corporate level</th>
<th>At the operational level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Persuade top management to initiate improvement projects</strong> (top management is more influenced by data expressed in monetary terms rather than technical data such as defect rates)</td>
<td>Monitor activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incorporate all the separate quality activities into an overarching quality system and monitor performance across the organization</strong></td>
<td>Identify, prioritize, and select projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provide a communicating bridge between line and top management</strong></td>
<td>Provide financial benefits of process improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identify the need for action to decrease costs of poor quality</strong></td>
<td><strong>Improve managerial planning, control, and decision-making</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Make use of cost of quality as both a business performance indicator and a decision-making tool</strong>: push the cost of quality model as the driver of your company’s decision-making. Establish links between the cost of quality project and overall company performance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

We all agree that quality should be managed in a proactive way by considering prevention and appraisal costs rather than only failure costs, and should get complete management’s attention.

However, several challenges to implement cost of quality models remain, such as:

- **How can data collection be simplified?**
  Data collection remains a critical point. But how to use analytics, automated data extraction, etc. in an efficient way and how to ensure the connection with existing tools?

- **How can data be read and interpreted in a relevant and practical way?**
  People need some keys to interpret massive and complex data. But how can this data be used, manipulated, and translated? How can intelligence be extracted from the data? And how can this intelligence help make the right decisions?

- **How to link cost of quality to the budget process?**
  The aim is to achieve sustainable benefits. Why must the increase of prevention costs lead to the reduction of appraisal costs?

These and many more questions still need to further be explored. Multiple cost of quality initiatives are currently ongoing in diverse industries and continuous benchmarking and exchange with experts through communities will allow building further knowledge and best practices in this domain.

Switching from “quality at any price” to “quality at the right price” is a real challenge.
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